Dear Client,
Current laws require that financial institutions, among others, disclose if they sell/share your information, and if
so, allow you to choose not to have it sold or shared to third parties. In addition, all institutions must disclose
its practices to a client/prospect before establishing a relationship and provide it continuously on a website and
make it available within 10 days of a request.
Miller Financial Group, LLC’s policies have always been never to disclose ANY information to a third party
without your consent and as required by law. As the “Privacy laws” require Miller Financial Group, LLC to
give our existing clients annual notice of current privacy policies, or provide it continuously on a website and
make it available within 10 days of a request. They are as follows:
Miller Financial Group, LLC Privacy Notice
Miller Financial Group, LLC (“we”) retains non-public information (“NPI”) about you from the following
sources as a result of the services so requested:
 Investment account applications and forms
 transactions with us and our affiliates and other chosen investment sponsors
 other various materials utilized by your representative in order to put forth an appropriate
recommendation or to fill a service request.
We do not disclose/share any NPI of our customers or former customers to unaffiliated third parties unless:
 It is necessary to fulfill a transaction or service request related to your accounts(s)
 We are required to do so by a regulator, a court of competent jurisdiction or applicable law
 by customer request.
As this is our practice, we are not required to have “Opt-out” provisions or methods per the exemptive relief
provided under section 248.13 of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act.
We restrict access of NPI to required personnel in the provision of requested services and maintain physical,
procedural and electronic safeguards. This notice will be available continuously on our website:
www.millerfinancial.biz and mailed within 10 days of a request.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call.
Sincerely,

Bruce Miller
Registered Investment Advisor
10/1/2016

